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2021 may not have been a wonderful year in all regards, and “normal” is a notion that, for most of us, seems likely to be subject to
interpretation for some time to come. It has, however, been a year with far more high points than the last, and, with respect to fine wine
in California, the bright spots far outnumber the challenges and calamities of 2020. The recently concluded harvest is being touted in
wine country as one of the best in some time, which is no small statement given the considerable vinous successes of 2018 and 2019.
Rain has returned, in what are so far significant amounts, raising hopes that the state’s extended drought may be easing, and, though
California was visited by destructive wildfires once again, wineries and vineyards have largely been spared.
While have we no crystal ball in which to gaze and see what may lie ahead, there is much to be thankful about as we approach the
turning of yet another new year, and, as the old one comes to a close, we find ourselves sharing the optimism about the future that
necessarily drives every grape grower and winemaker as they look forward to the next new crop to come. We will, as always, in the
upcoming January issue, offer our thoughts of what 2021 has meant, but, we would like to take a moment now to wish all of you, our
valued readers, the happiest of holidays and thank you for making Connoisseurs’ Guide possible.

SPARKLING WINE
Making fine sparkling wine on any but the smallest scale is an expensive proposition, starting with the time involved. It is an endeavor
in which the very finest examples are ready for sale only having spent years on the yeast, and even lesser-priced efforts, if they are to
show the richness and creamy mousse born of the Champenoise method, cannot be hurried. The very best do not come cheap, but
when measured against their cousins from Reims and Epernay, the best cuvées from the likes of Schramsberg, Mumm Napa, Roederer
Estate and Gloria Ferrer are wines that we think are remarkably affordable for the sheer quality they offer, and, when prices start dipping
below thirty dollars, we think there is no better value in bubbles to be had than those grown here at home.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
December is a time when many top-tier Cabernets are reviewed in these pages and this year is no different. Of the nearly one-hundred
new examples this month, fully one third receive multiple star ratings, an uncommonly high number for any variety in any issue in
any year. It is an exciting line-up this month that includes many long-time proven performers such as Davies, Lail, Paul Hobbs, Ridge
and Trefethen, and, as always, a few relative newcomers check in with exciting, extraordinarily good offerings that are deserving of
consideration by serious Cabernet collectors. The big story this month is our continuing enthusiasm for those from the 2018 vintage, a
harvest marked by near-universal success, and, if the upward price trajectory for great local Cabernets shows no signs of flattening, it
is hard to argue with the quality that they show.

BEST BUYS
This month, Chardonnays, Zinfandels and Rosés get their turn in the Best Buy spotlight with several high-achieving, splurge-worthy
wines and others priced for more regular drinking both sharing the stage. The holidays may admittedly be a time when a bit of
extravagance is in order, but good values are welcome in any season, and “affordable” does not necessarily mean settling for less.
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The last decade or so in California’s experience as a producer of fine wines has
been a time when vintners up and down the coast have continually worked to
refine and improve their efforts with classic varieties, but it also been one wherein
established norms have been enthusiastically ignored by many winemakers in
pursuit of new styles and comparatively new, or at least neglected, grapes. It has been an era of fascinating innovation, and, if not necessarily
resulting in seismic changes in the way that wine is grown and made, it has been filled with reminders that, as with any art, winemaking change
is inevitable regardless how good things may be. In all truth, we know of no grower or vintner who does not believe that, nature permitting, they
can make even better wines than they do now, and the special niche occupied by sparkling wines has seen its fair share of new players armed with
new ideas.
Sparkling wine has been made in California since the middle of the 19th Century, but the reality is that no more than a handful of producers made
serious bubbly in the manner of true Champagne until the 1970s, and today they number in the hundreds with a few more seeming to appear every
year. The local standard bearers for fine sparkling wine for the last two generations have been those who employ the Méthode Champenoise of
secondary fermentation in the bottle which it is sold followed by a period of aging on the spent yeast and the disgorging of those lees before
corking. It is still the technique by which the best bubblies are made, but, of late, a new coterie of makers have adopted the Pétillant Naturel
method wherein the wine’s carbonation results not from a secondary fermentation but from simply bottling a wine before primary fermentation
is complete, while others are producing sparkling wine from almost every imaginable grape beyond the classics of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir.
But, Pét-Nats and such things as sparkling Barbera, Gewüztraminer or Sauvignon Blanc are far and few between and are well off the fine-wine
radar, even if they have garnered a few enthusiastic fans.
Now, it has been suggested that local sparkling wines of all kinds are nearing an inflection point, that more and more wine drinkers are regarding
a good glass of bubbles as not something for occasional sipping at celebrations but as a regular staple at the table. It is thus reasonable that with
new, broader consumer appreciation, there would be more and more makers of still wines beginning to make limited amounts of the stuff with
bubbles. That is true, and we regularly see new examples. Almost without exception, however, these are wines made in tiny lots and, if sure to sell
out in winery tasting rooms, are unlikely to impact the market in a game-changing way. It has also been said that because of what may be
permanent late-season wildfires, winemakers will have to pick much earlier than normal. As lower grape sugars and higher acidity are just what
is required in the making of fine sparkling wine, it is only natural, then, that we should expect to see far more wines bottled with wire-harnessed,
mushroom corks than we do today. Maybe, but we are far from convinced. While we do anticipate continued growth in both the quantity and
quality of good sparkling wine, the notion of its imminent transformation of the winemaking landscape is harder to accept, but that is entirely
okay with us. There are so many fine versions from which to choose now that we will have more than enough delectable fizz to enjoy while waiting
for it to be or not to be the “Next Big Thing.”

Tasting Note Legend
OUTSTANDING WINES

CHARACTERISTICS & TRADITIONAL USE WITH FOOD

*** THREE STARS (95-98 points) An exceptional wine 		
		
Worth a special search of the market

S Soft and fruity wine Quaffable by itself or with light foods
F Crisp white Medium acid and dry Fish or delicate flavored foods
C Mellow white Dry to slightly sweet Enough acid for white meats
l Full and balanced dry White Try with rich seafood and fowl dishes
L Light Red and powerhouse White Fowl veal and light meats
B Medium Red Balanced good depth medium tannin

** TWO STARS (91-94 points) A highly distinctive wine
		
Likely to be memorable
* ONE STAR: (87-90 points) Fine example of a type or
		 style of wine. Without notable flaws.
NOTE Wines not marked with stars are often delightful wines Each has unique
virtues and any of these wines may be the best wine to serve your needs
based on value availability or for your dining and taste preferences *Prices –
Approximately California full retail prices
Connoisseurs’ Guide tastings are conducted with

Beef and lamb

Stemware.

T

Robust Red Full tannin intense flavors For highly spiced
meat dishes

d

Sweet Dessert wine Enjoyable by itself or with sweet desserts

AVAILABILITY

DRINKABILITY

3
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O

Generally available in most market areas

GV

Good Value

D
I
A
U

Limited production andor limited geographic distribution
Very limited availability

Drinkable now Unlikely to improve with further aging
Drinkable now Further bottle aging can improve this wine
Cellar for future drinking Wine will improve with bottle aging
Not suitable for drinking
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that seems a little subdued, this lively offering surprises a bit
with its energy and palatal persistence. It steers well away from
any evident sweetness and is a very well-balanced bottling made
in a true Brut style, and it displays fine Méthode Champenoise
character from entry to finish with a vigorously foamy mousse
that refuses to let up.
GOOD VALUE
3 l I $24.50

* is ALL HANDS Sparkling Gewürztraminer 2019
Pétillant Naturel. Elkton Oregon. By Brandborg. A bit hazy in
appearance, this incisively varietal Pét-Nat immediately announces
itself as Gewürztraminer with a clean, well-stated nose of roses
and lychees and follows with fruity and flowery flavors that leave
no doubt as to from what it is made. It is plentifully bubbled and
softly balanced with next to nothing in the way of evident yeast,
and the minor bitterness that crops up in its lingering finish is
wholly in keeping with its variety.
O C D $25.00

* iu CUTRUZZOLA Lisa Marie Blanc de Noir 2019
San Luis Obispo County. 100% Pinot Noir. Very much oriented
to fruit with but a bare touch of yeast and speaking clearly of
Pinot Noir on the nose and then, again, it its dry, but fairly juicy
flavors, Cutruzzola’s Blanc de Noir earns good marks for its foamy,
full-volume, long-lasting mousse and lively acid balance. It is, as
its tender age suggests, not a wine that exhibits a great deal of
the autolyzed complexity that comes from years on the yeast, but
it succeeds quite nicely in its fruit-forward style and never inclines
to candied simplicity.
O L I $52.00

ir ALL HANDS Sparkling Riesling 2019
Pétillant Naturel. Elkton Oregon By Brandborg. Light gold in
color, slightly doughy and rather murky on first sniff but, with air,
finding reasonably fruity focus, this Pét-Nat Riesling is a foamy,
bone-dry wine with a slightly gravelly bent to its flavors, and, if
far from juicy in character, it does taste of Riesling with a modicum
of yeast off to the side.
O F D $25.00

* it AMPHORA Blanc de Noirs Sonoma County 2019

* is DEAVER Sparkling Zinfandel Amador County

100% Pinot Noir. With a light bent to cherries marking it clearly
as a Blanc de Noirs, Amphora’s is a fairly rich wine that, as might
well be expected given its age, emphasizes youthful fruit far
more than the toastier qualities that come with extended time
on the yeast. Though not especially complex, it is an attractive,
reasonably well-bubbled, balanced effort that is sure to please
those looking for a dry, yet fruity bubbly that will serve nicely
with light to moderately rich foods. O l D
$58.00

100% Zinfandel. If hinting here and there at a wispy bit of yeast,
this pale, cherry-colored wine is, first and last, all about the berrylike fruit of Zinfandel. It is dry and aggressively bubbled with a
tendency to slight coarseness that directs it more to service with
food than easy sipping, and it will make a tasty foil to the likes
of grilled chicken.
O L D $25.00

ir DEAVER Sparkling Rosé Amador County
95% Chardonnay; 5% Alicante Bouschet. Much like its samewinery sparkling mates, this is not a wine that runs to elegance
or yeasty richness, and its small percentage of Alicante Bouschet
imparts far more Rosé character than its dominant Chardonnay
component predicts. There is no sweetness evident here, and it
finishes with a touch of astringency, but it is charged by plenty
of tiny, long-lasting bubbles and will serve handily with most any
Rosé-friendly food.
O L D $25.00

* iu BALDACCI Pops Napa Valley
100% Pinot Noir. Featuring lively, slightly tart, cherry-like fruit
prominently throughout its length and charged with lots of tiny,
very insistent bubbles that never let up, Baldacci’s “Pops” is a
solid sparkling Rosé of moderate depth that is both fruity and
specifically yeasty with a good Méthode Champenoise imprint,
and, while its fruity mien invites unaccompanied sipping, its fine,
crisping acidity affords it the balance to work famously with
slightly richer foods.
O L I $50.00

iq DEAVER Sparkling Orange Muscat Amador County

ir CASTORO Brut Paso Robles

60% Sangiovese; 40% Zinfandel. Medium cherry-red in color
and, in all ways, a decidedly vinous working whose noticeably
puckery tannins are a bit more evident than need be, this is a dry,
slightly tart, simple red wine with bubbles that simply begs for
service with food. It is not at all one that is conducive to lighthearted quaffing.
O L I $25.00

Orange Muscat comes through loud and clear here right from
the first sniff, and the one’s aromatic mix of sweet oranges,
tangerines and blossoms is echoed by the slightly sweet flavors
that ensue. A bit low on bubbles and finished with a touch of
bitterness, it is a wine that travels to a beat of its own but goes
wanting for charm and refinement. O C D
$25.00

iq DEAVER Sparkling Secco Rosso Amador County

Made entirely of estate-grown Chardonnay and given eighteen
months time en tirage, this light, low-dosage offering sports a
slightly gravelly, mineral-like trim to its green apple fruit. Though
inordinately austere, it is on the lean and narrow side and quite
dry to the taste with an understated yeasty presence, and its
initially fine and creamy mousse tends to let up just a bit en route
to its slightly citrusy finish.
1 l D $40.00

iq DECOY Brut Cuvée California
49% Pinot Noir; 47% Chardonnay; 4% Pinot Meunier. Mildly
yeasty but short on autolyzed richness and, in the main, a clean,
yet fairly plain wine that, at least in the sample we purchased, is
waning in energy and freshness, this relatively lackluster sparkler
spends its modest effervescent capital quickly before fading to a
dry, slightly chalky finish.
3 l D $25.00

* it CHANDON Blanc de Pinot Noir California
Likeably fruity and moderately yeasty at one and the same time,
Chandon’s Blanc de Pinot Noir marries subtle elements of red
cherries with touches of toast in an insistently foamy package.
On the dry side without being stiff or overly austere, it exhibits
fine tactile length and finishes with lingering notes of minerally
complexity while retaining its essential Pinot Noir character, and
is a well-balanced sparkler that will be equally inviting with or
without food as a foil.
GOOD VALUE
3 l D $24.50

* is EMMOLO No. 4 Central Coast
59% Chardonnay; 41% Pinot Noir. Very much geared to yeasty
autolysis with a wee touch of cherryish fruit sitting behind its
toastier traits and getting good marks for its energetic mousse,
this wine is ultimately more about richness than it is refinement
or grace, and its streak of undisguised, last-minute astringency
calls for the masking effects of food. 1 l D
$40.00

* it CHANDON Brut California
If starting out with a clean, softly yeasty, mineral-tinged nose
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* it FLAUNT Brut Russian River Valley 2017
59% Pinot Noir; 41% Chardonnay. Lightly yeasty but notable
more for its freshness than for toasty autolysis, this finely bubbled,
crisply finished Brut inclines to stony minerality with but a bare
suggestion of youthful, citrus-tinged fruit. It is quite dry and a tad
austere in character and is thus a sparkler that will show at its best
as a foil to lighter finger foods, rather than one that invites
unaccompanied solo sipping.
O l I $48.00

rich enough to accompany moderately flavorful foods, but, that
said, it is a very complex and involving sparkler that invites slow
and thoughtful sipping on its own. 1 l D
$82.00

** jm GLORIA FERRER Royal Cuvée Carneros 2014
67% Pinot Noir; 33% Chardonnay. A rather young-seeming wine
for one of its age that is at once fairly delicate and very precise in
its champenization, Gloria Ferrer’s 2014 Royal Cuvée is a frothy,
finely bubbled effort that, though presently earning enthusiastic
endorsement for its fruity brightness and yeasty freshness, shows
subtle glimmers of toasty richness that suggest more complexity
might well lie in store for those willing to cellar it for another four
or five years. Either way, it is a complete, very well-crafted look
at the virtues to be had in bubblies made according to the true
“Champagne Method.”
3 l I $56.00

** jn FRANK FAMILY Lady Edythe Reserve 2012
Carneros Napa Valley. 61% Chardonnay; 39% Pinot Noir. An
elegant and very well-crafted sparkler that displays excellent
champenization both in terms of its keen autolysis and its very
fine mousse, the Lady Edythe Reserve is a surprisingly lithe and
lively offering nearly ten years after vintage. More creamy than
toasty in tone with a touch of lemony crispness to its lengthy,
very dry flavors, it leads with a burst of fresh yeast to start then
shows a graceful bit of aged complexity as it crosses the palate,
and, given its nimble balance, we would not be surprised in the
least if it was still going strong after another half-dozen years
have come and gone.
1 l I $110.00

* is GRUET Brut American
If not governed by full-on autolysis, this nicely champenized Brut
shows an explicit trim of yeast to its light, green apple fruit on
the nose and follows with mildly minerally, ever-so-slightly toasty
flavors that finish with a light citrusy tang. Comfortably balanced
with a sustained mousse of mid-sized bubbles, it is, all in all, a
well-made Brut that is as affordable as it is enjoyable, and one
that fully merits “Good Value” recommendation.
GOOD VALUE
3 l D $15.00

** jn FRANK FAMILY Blanc de Blancs Carneros 2015

* iu HOYT 2 HOYT Central Coast 2019

Napa Valley. 100% Chardonnay. Here is a keenly focused, very
incisive Blanc de Blancs that conveys a good deal of champenized
authority in a crisp, very lively, delicately yeasty style. Its richness
is of a quiet, decidedly sophisticated sort and its very fine bead
of tiny bubbles lasts and lasts. It is, withal, an excellent example
of the genre that is well worth seeking out and, if sure to make
for memorable drinking when sipped on its own, it will succeed
famously as a graceful partner to lightly sauced fish dishes or,
better yet, a generous platter of fresh, mildly briny Kumamoto
oysters served on the half-shell.
1 F D $55.00

57% Chardonnay; 43% Pinot Noir. Sporting a nicely married
mix of gentle, mildly toasty yeast and subtle cherry-like fruit on
the nose that is replayed in its clean, crisply balanced flavors,
this well-made, dry-finished sparkler is a carefully composed
wine of quiet complexity with an insistent stream of tiny bubbles
and shows a fine sense of champenized refinement despite the
fact that it was disgorged without having spent a protracted stay
on the yeast.
1 l D $40.00

* is JACQUELINE LEONNE Rosé American
100% Pinot Noir. By Gruet. Well-defined, cherry-like fruit is the
prominent player in this lithe, light-on-its feet, sparkling Rosé,
and, though the wine may be accused of being a bit simple and
sparing in the yeasty richness of one having seen lengthy tirage
time, its fruity insistence and very fine mousse are more than
enough to earn it easy recommendation along with an additional
round of applause for its noteworthy value.
GOOD VALUE
1 C D $15.00

** jm FRANK FAMILY Brut Rosé Carneros Napa Valley 2016
59% Pinot Noir; 41% Chardonnay. At first very much keyed on
the fruity richness that typifies a good Brut Rosé, but gradually
revealing a fine sense of layered complexity as autolysis and a
slightly minerally element comes into play, the 2016 Frank Family
version is dry, fully effervescent and quite firm in balance with a
bit of vinous, back-end grip that convincingly argues for service
with food. Still very fresh at five years of age, it is a wine that
very capably reminds that, when as structured as this one is, wellfilled sparkling wines can not only last for a good while but can
improve with cellaring.
1 L I $55.00

ir JACQUELINE LEONNE Brut American
75% Chardonnay; 25% Pinot Noir. By Gruet. This fresh, slightly
floral, softly bubbled Brut is an easy going wine with a somewhat
lighter touch than Gruet Winery’s eponymously named offering
and speaks to yeastiness with a comparatively muted voice. It is
on the slightly sweeter end of the Brut spectrum yet does not so
much as hint at candied confection, and, if making no claims to
complexity, is a clean and likeable, fairly priced sparkler suited to
warm afternoon quaffing.
GOOD VALUE
1 S D $15.00

** jm GLORIA FERRER Carneros Cuvée Carneros 2011
Late-Disgorged. 55% Pinot Noir; 45% Chardonnay. An older
offering to be sure, but one that wears its age with a real sense
of grace, the 2011 Carneros Cuvée retains a fine and unceasing
mousse to go with its nutty richness and is not compromised by
creeping senescence. It is quite nicely balanced and more than
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* is KING ESTATE Brut Cuvée Willamette Valley 2017

interference from yeast, this clean, softly bubbled wine may find
favor among those with a hard-to-satisfy sweet tooth, but, for
the rest of us, its obvious residual sugar pushes it perilously close
to being downright cloying. Pair it with fruity desserts liberally
topped with whipped cream.
3 d D $15.00

61% Pinot Noir; 39% Chardonnay. Hinting lightly at fresh
apples and sweet lemons on the nose with a modest trim of
yeast and a whisper of wet stones, this mild-mannered sparkler
reflects the same in its comparatively sedate flavors. It is nicely
effervescent and a fairly delicate effort overall that, while clean
and refreshing, comes up a bit short in champenized complexity
and richness.
1 l D $40.00

* is MAIL ROAD Mt. Carmel Vineyard The Sparkler 2017
Sta. Rita Hills. 100% Chardonnay. In all ways a delicate wine
that no more than whispers distantly at yeast and is largely defined
by its understated, green-apple-like fruit, this one is crisp, dry
and as clean as can be, but it comes across as something of a
minimalist that, if likeable enough for what it is, impresses as
being a bit too simple and restrained for a sparkler of its very
ambitious asking price.
O l D $125.00

* is KORBEL Natural Russian River Valley 2018
65% Pinot Noir; 35% Chardonnay. Counting a full and fairly fine
mousse first among its assets and a sparkler with a bare bit of
sweetness, Korbel’s current “Natural” bottling shows a bit of
aged richness with a sparing touch of autolysis and is a wellmade offering at the price.
GOOD VALUE
3 l D $17.00

* jl MUMM Brut Rosé Napa County
80% Pinot Noir; 20% Chardonnay. Mumm’s Brut Rosés have
been perennially successful offerings at the price, and this latest
is no exception. It combines a good bit of fresh cherry fruit with
well-defined yeast and is charged by an insistent stream of very
fine and energetic bubbles. While it may not display quite the
the depth of its big-ticket Rosé competition, it is a rich and wellbalanced, full-flavored effort that delivers a lot to like for the
money, especially when found at a discount as it often is.
GOOD VALUE
3 L D $24.00

ir KORBEL Brut Rosé California
Low on champenized character save for its small, slightly brieferthan-needs-be bubbles and barely hinting at the yeasty extras
born of more than minimal time en tirage, Korbel’s latest Brut
Rosé is largely defined by its slightly candied fruitiness. Its touch of
evident sweetness moves it closer to an Extra Dry sparkler than to
a Brut, and it will fill the bill handily as an affordable, easy-toquaff sparkler when looking to satisfy a thirsty crowd.
GOOD VALUE
3 C D $15.00

* iu MUMM Blanc de Noirs Napa County 2017
94% Pinot Noir; 6% Pinot Meunier. Mumm’s single-vintage Blanc
de Noirs from 2017 smacks lightly of strawberry- and raspberrylike fruit, but it is keyed first and foremost on the yeasty, slightly
biscuity traits born of its three-plus years of time en tirage. It is
balanced to crispness and light on its feet with tiny, non-stop
bubbles galore and sports a wee touch of pink grapefruit to its
cleansing, long-lasting finish.
1 l D $50.00

iq KORBEL Brut California
There is a passing suggestion of fruity sweetness to be found in
this clean and fairly foamy wine, but its grasp on fruit is tentative
at best and, beyond its tiny bubbles, it shows little evidence of
“in-this-bottle” champenization and is slightly coarse and chalky
in feel with an out-of-place streak of citrus-pith astringency to its
dry, bitter-edged finish.
3 l D $15.00

* it MUMM Brut Prestige Napa County

iq KORBEL Extra Dry California

45% Chardonnay; 45% Pinot Noir; 10% other. Very fresh and
sporting a nice trim of yeast to its dry, mildly chalky nose that
hints quietly at citrusy fruity as well as a fairly refined and insistent
mousse of tiny bubbles, this bright and lively offering is at least
slightly reminiscent of a Blanc de Blancs. Its crisp balance and
slightly lemony, palate- cleansing acidity make it especially wellsuited to pouring with lighter finger foods, yet it is never so tart
or austere to be anything but a fine choice for unaccompanied
aperitif sipping.
3 l D $24.00

Neither fruity nor yeasty in character and, withal, a slightly sweet,
softly balanced, less-than-lively wine whose sole claim to bottle
fermentation is its moderately foamy mousse, this simple sparkler
earns passing grades for its cleanliness and easy quaffability, but
its expression of the Champagne Method begins and ends with
its effervescence.
3 S D $15.00

iq KORBEL Sweet Rosé California
Smelling and tasting of strawberries and red plums with little

astringency. However inviting it may be at the moment – and
make no mistake, it is nothing less than absolutely delicious now
– its slightly tight construction signals that it will age gracefully
for years and years.
1 L I $80.00

*** jq MUMM DVX Napa Valley 2014
50% Pinot Noir; 50% Pinot Noir. A wine of great depth and
precision crafted in a somewhat tighter, very brisk style and one
that is simply bursting with fine and tiny bubbles of altogether
amazing stamina and length, the 2014 DVX bottling from Mumm
of Napa fully expresses the sheer beauty and layered complexity
inherent in world-class sparkling wines. Despite having spent
nearly six years on the yeast, it is remarkably vital and sure to
evolve beautifully for no less than another decade and claims a
place among the very finest home-grown bubblies currently on
the market. Simply put, it is one that no hard-to-please collector
of serious sparkling wines, regardless of their origin, will want
to miss.
1 l I $70.00

*** jr MUMM DVX Rosé Napa Valley 2016
52% Pinot Noir; 48% Chardonnay. While its varietal composition
may be very similar to the 2014 DVX bottling reviewed just below,
this drop-dead gorgeous offering is every inch a definitive Rosé
in character with an explicit, strawberry- and cherry-like, fruity
presence just to the fore of the omnipresent autolysis that comes
by way of its four years en tirage. It is a rich, full-flavored, very
deep working that is wonderfully well-balanced, and, though it
has the weight of a Rosé, it avoids so much as a trace of finishing
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* is RMS Brut Willamette Valley 2017
By Roco. 65% Pinot Noir; 35% Chardonnay. Getting off to a
slow and somewhat limited start with a mildly yeasty nose and a
wine with but a faint fruity presence throughout, this relatively
low-energy effort hints quietly at a bit of age in its dry, mildly
chalky, but slightly abbreviated flavors. Though it is clean and
crisply balanced, it argues for near-term drinking before it starts
to tire and its lack of vitality becomes a liability. Tasted twice with
similar results.
O l D $65.00

ir OPOLO Blanc de Blancs Brut California
Edging a bit more to sweetness than a typical Brut bottling and
a tad soft in balance with a moderately full, but slightly transient
mousse, this wine is more vinous than specifically champenized
in terms of any yeasty contribution and, if an easy-going quaff,
it goes wanting for both the complexity and brightness required
for unqualified recommendation.
1 C D $32.00

** jp ROEDERER ESTATE L’Ermitage Brut 2015

Though famously used in the making of French Champagne,
Pinot Meunier is a fairly rare grape here on the West Coast, and,
rarer yet, are bottlings such as this that are made entirely from
the variety. The result, in this instance, is a moderately full wine
that smacks of toasted brioche with a quiet suggestion of red
berries set well back of its yeast. Balanced to firmness and absent
of evident sweetness, it favors vinosity over elegance and finishes
with a bit of food-worthy grip.
O l D $68.00

Anderson Valley. 52% Chardonnay; 48% Pinot Noir. Still just a
bit tight in the nose with suggestions of tart cherries and fresh
lemons framed by a nice bit of creamy yeast, the 2015 L’Ermitage
from Roederer Estate is a vibrant, young-seeming wine with a
very firm backbone of bristling acidity, and, even if exhibiting
plenty of complexity right now, it strongly conveys the sense that
further age will make what is a very good wine that much better
yet. Pour it now as a bracing, palate-cleansing partner to seafoods
of most every stripe, but know that even a few years of patience
will bring manifold rewards.
3 l I $68.00

* is RIVERBENCH Cork Jumper Santa Maria Valley 2018

* jl ROEDERER ESTATE Brut Rosé Anderson Valley

Composed of equal parts Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Pinot
Meunier, the 2018 Riverbench Cork Jumper leads with a fairly
rich, slightly “doughy” nose and follows with developed,
up-front flavors that play more to yeast and slight earthiness
than to specific fruit of any kind. A tad soft in balance with a
creamy, mid-volume mousse, it begs for drinking before much
more time has passed.
1 C D $52.00

56% Pinot Noir; 44% Chardonnay. Another in a long string of
Brut Rosé successes from Roederer Estate, the winery’s latest is
a rich and insistently foamy effort that displays subtle highlights
of minerals and a nice bit of creamy complexity born of its time
on the yeast. Its central and sustained message, however, is that
of lightly juicy, cherry-like fruit, and, while fruity, it is wholly free
of candied confection. A most enjoyable sipper on its own, it
has the depth and the balance to match up famously with lighter
salmon recipes or the sweet, first-of-the-season, local Dungeness
crab just now coming to market.
3 L D $36.00

* is RIVERBENCH Pinot Meunier Santa Maria Valley 2017

* is ROEDERER Brut Anderson Valley
60% Chardonnay; 40% Pinot Noir. Slightly juicy and hinting at
a suggestion of apples as well as a scant note of yeast in its fairly
direct, moderately rich aromas and similarly a wine that leans
more to fruit than to autolysis in its up-front, lemon-tinged flavors,
Roederer’s latest Brut bottling gives emphasis to its Chardonnay
component and flirts with a touch of sweetness throughout its
length. A plentifully bubbled effort that earns recommendation
for its likeably fruity qualities, it ultimately comes up a bit short
on Champenoise complexity.
3 l D $30.00

* jl RMS Brut Willamette Valley 2016
By Roco. 70% Pinot Noir; 30% Chardonnay. Though the slightly
older of the RMS pair and displaying a bit more aged-on-theyeast richness, the 2016 version shows a bit more energy and
vigor than its younger mate. It, too, is a wine that holds fruit to
a quiet minimum, yet, behind its autolyzed traits, a glimmer of
cherries can be found. On the whole, a solid, firmly balanced
effort that is a good example of Champenoise transformation, it
is long on tiny, very insistent bubbles and promises to be in fine
drinking shape for a number of years. 1 l D
$65.00

ir SAINT GREGORY Brut Scandalous Cuvée #12
“Cuveé Monte Lee” Potter Valley. By Graziano. 35% Pinot
Gris; 34% Pinot Blanc; 31% Arneis. Comprised of a decidedly
unconventional mix of varieties and neither fruity nor particularly
yeasty in character, this clean and very crisp leaning wine may

*** jq ROEDERER ESTATE L’Ermitage Brut Rosé 2013
Anderson Valley. 50% Pinot Noir; 50% Chardonnay. With very
deep and generous aromas and flavors wherein well-defined
elements of fresh red cherries and strawberries are met by a
judicious measure of creamy, lightly autolyzed yeast, Roederer
Estate’s flagship Rosé is, in 2013, a vivacious, beautifully crafted
effort that stands out for its great fruity energy. Fairly intense and
yet very refined at the same time from first sniff all the way
through to its exceptionally long finish, it is a first-rate example
of the sparkling wine art that combines the fruity richness of
California with the finesse of true Champagne and comes up a
big winner on both counts.
1 L I $100.00
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** jo SCHRAMSBERG Blanc de Blancs 2016

possess a fine and insistent mousse of mid-sized bubbles, but it
is, withal, a fairly stark and simple, somewhat lemony effort that
is sparing in richness as well as the creamier traits of Méthode
Champenoise winemaking.
O F D $40.00

Green Valley of Russian River Valley. 100% Chardonnay.
Here is a bright and very buoyant Blanc de Blancs that combines
a fine and very steady element of autolyzed yeast with a good
bit of crisp, lightly lemony fruit and is a wine that shows a nice
sense of aged complexity without ever once seeming old. It is a
classy rendition that speaks of its genre with a clear and wellsustained voice, and its lovely, mouthfilling mousse lasts and
lasts. It will make a splendid, meal-starting partner to oysters and
buttery blinis topped with smoked salmon but is so refined and
beautifully balanced that it needs no pairing with food to shine.
It is wholly satisfying at the moment, yet its buoyancy and
brightness ensure that it will age famously and take on even more
complexity with time.
1 l I $95.00

* jl SCHARFFENBERGER Brut Excellence Black Label
Mendocino County. 63% Chardonnay; 37% Pinot Noir. Lightly
toasty with a nicely stated creamy presence on the nose that is
reiterated in its well-composed flavors of fruit and yeast,
Scharffenberger’s Brut Excellence Black Label boasts an explosive
mousse of tiny bubbles and is surprisingly rich for a sparkler of
its price. With a dosage on the sweeter end of the Brut scale, it
is not austerely dry and will make for equally delectable sipping
with food or on its own.
GOOD VALUE
1 l D $25.00

** jn SCHRAMSBERG Brut Rosé North Coast 2018
62% Pinot Noir; 38% Chardonnay. This is a first-rate Rosé in
every way starting with its wonderful fruity depth, but the creamy
complexities borne of its skillful champenization provide it with
a seriousness that elevates it well above above simple fruitiness.
It boasts a generous, very well-sustained and wonderfully foamy,
mouthfilling mousse, and, although it has the slight vinous grip
expected of a fine Rosé, it is, at every stop, as refined as it is
insistently rich and, in sum, is a carefully crafted bubbly with the
energy and the exemplary balance to age gracefully for a good
many years to come.
3 L I $47.00

* jl SCHARFFENBERGER Brut Excellence
Mendocino County. 60% Chardonnay; 40% Pinot Noir. Here,
again, is a very well-made basic Brut from Scharffenberger that
excels at the price. It leads with an attractive nose of apples and
autolyzed yeast that is echoed in character by its continuous,
insistently bubbled flavors and sports a fine balance of acidity
and the scant sweetness of its dosage. It sports an unexpected
sense of sophistication and is nothing less than an absolute steal
when measured against its similarly priced competitors.
GOOD VALUE
3 l D $23.00

** jm SCHRAMSBERG Reserve North Coast 2012
88% Pinot Noir; 12% Chardonnay. There will no doubt be those
who find the latest Schramsberg Reserve to be far too lacking in
fruit for their taste, and, while we would agree that defined fruit
is simply not in the equation here, the wine is as complex as they
come, and its very deep aromas and flavors are wholly focused
on intensely toasty, autolyzed yeast. It is teetering on the brink
of old age as it nears its tenth birthday, and, even though it still
retains a very fine and unceasing mousse, it is, in our view, best
tagged for drinking over the course of the next several years. If,
perhaps, not a wine that will meet with universal applause, it is a
genuinely fascinating one over which fans of well-aged sparklers
are sure to swoon.
1 l D $130.00

* is SCHARFFENBERGER Brut Rosé Excellence
Mendocino County. 55% Chardonnay; 45% Pinot Noir. A faint
bit of cherryish fruit is played against a sense of minerally
tightness in the nose here, and, if fairly well bubbled, the wine is
similarly on the stony, somewhat chalky side on the palate with
a relatively sparse fruity presence that does not fully offset the
slight bitterness that crops up at the finish. Save it for service
with food rather than solo sipping. 3 l I $29.00

** jm SCHRAMSBERG BlancdeBlancsHydeVineyards2016

** jp SCHRAMSBERG J. Schram North Coast 2012

Carneros Napa Valley. 100% Chardonnay. If possessing the
brightness and fruity vibrancy expected of a true Blanc de Blancs,
this version from the storied Hyde Vineyards in Carneros shows
a good bit of toasty, aged complexity as well. It hints here and
there at green apples and sweet lemons all the while exhibiting
intriguing notes of vanilla, brioche and baking spice that bring
an extra measure of richness to its deep and continuous flavors,
and it finishes with a distinctive touch of minerals. It is balanced
to keep for many years, yet it comes with no demand of further
age, and, in truth, most of us will have a hard time resisting its
manifold appeals right now.
1 l I $95.00

86% Chardonnay; 14% Pinot Noir. J. Schram sparklers are always
deep, extraordinarily rich and complex wines, and this one is no
exception. It begins with voluminous, fully autolyzed aromas that
feature an abundance of creamy yeast set well ahead of a lesser
bit of residual fruit, and its layered, very involving flavors follow
suit in their emphasis on intense toastiness. To be sure, there is
still a whisper of fruit present, but aged complexity is what stands
the most here in a way that begs comparison with the wine’s
most accomplished cousins from Champagne. It is, in all ways, a
seriously good bubbly that invites slow and contemplative sipping
on special occasions and is sure to make more mundane times
something to celebrate.
1 l D $130.00

83% Pinot Noir; 17% Chardonnay. On the one hand, a wine that
offers up a good deal of juicy, lightly cherryish fruit but, on the
other, is fit with a full measure of creamy yeast that tesitifies to
the method of its making, Schramsberg’s 2017 Blanc de Noirs is
a deep and generously filled sparkling wine that manages to be
as graceful as it is wonderfully rich. It is both luscious and lively
with neatly integrated acidity contributing a nice bit of finishing
crispness and, while wholly enjoyable on its own, it will find a
most welcome place at the table with dishes ranging from salmon
to lighter pork preparations and pan-roasted duck breasts.
GOOD VALUE
3 L D $43.00

** jm SCHRAMSBERG BlancdeNoirsBrutNorthCoast2017
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in its developed, definitively autolyzed aromas with but a scant
suggestion of residual fruit throughout, this eight-year-old
sparkler is balanced to softness and, despite its “Extra Brut”
designation, is not at all austere and is sufficiently open to
enjoy on its own. Though it is sure to keep for several years and
will not fade any time soon if well-cellared, it impresses as a
moderately rich bubbly that is at its peak now and is fully ready
to drink without further delay.
1 l D $100.00

* jl SCHRAMSBERG Querencia Brut Rosé Napa Valley 2017
79% Chardonnay; 26% Pinot Noir. Clean, crisp and lightly yeasty
with a suggestion of aged complexity showing on both the nose
and in its lively, tart cherry flavors, Schramsberg’s Querencia Brut
Rosé is a finely bubbled, dry-finished sparkler that opts for
champenized grace and finesse rather than pronounced vinous
richness and inclines a bit more to a Blanc de Noirs than it does
to a fuller, fruit-oriented Rosé.
1 l I $65.00

ip TRENTADUE California
100% French Colombard. This transfer-process bubbly is, as its
method of making predicts, is wholly free of the yeasty particulars
and the refined mousse of tiny bubbles that mark those made by
the Méthode Champenoise. It is, to its credit, clean and fairly
fresh, yet, when all is said and done, it impresses as being little
more than a soft, slightly sweet, vaguely fruity white wine with
transient, comparatively coarse bubbles.1 C D
$18.00

* jl SCHRAMSBERG Cremant Demi-Sec 2017
Napa Valley. 65% Flora; 33% Chardonnay; 2% Pinot Noir.
There are times when a slightly sweeter sparkling wine is called
for, and, year in and year out, there are few, if any, better local
examples to be found than the Schramsberg Cremants. The 2017
edition is a juicy, insistently bubbled effort with a creamy palatal
feel, and, though possessing 3.5% residual sugar, it is very wellbalanced with a gentle, but clearly evident complement of yeast.
Never cloying in the least, it will not only serve famously with
fruity desserts but will handily turn the trick as a light dessert by
itself after a heavy meal.
1 d D $43.00

* jl SCHRAMSBERG Blanc de Blancs Brut 2018
North Coast. 100% Chardonnay. Even though the youngest of
Schramsberg’s several Blanc de Blancs bottling under review this
month and not quite as layered as its older cellarmates that have
spent more time on the yeast, this one nonetheless transcends
youthful simplicity and marries appealing notes of toasted nuts
and hints of sweet cream with its citrus-tinged, fresh apple fruit.
It boasts the plentiful, pinpointy bubbles of a carefully made
Champenoise effort and is certain to please those on the hunt
for a fruity, yet still-complex sparkler. 3 l I
$41.00

* iu V. SATTUI Brut Prestige Cuvée Napa Valley 2016
73% Chardonnay; 27% Pinot Noir. Smelling of crisp green apples
with a moderate measure of yeast, this lively, well-bubbled Brut
bottling steers away from the kind of toasty autolysis that comes
from extended time en tirage and sports a sense of freshness to
its refined, still-youthful flavors that belies its age. It is attractive
now and will serve splendidly as an appetite-whetting aperitif or
a lovely match to lighter first courses featuring the likes of fresh
oysters or cold-smoked salmon, but it has the brightness, balance
and energy to age for another three to five years and gain in
complexity as it does.
1 l I $48.00

* iu SCHRAMSBERG Extra Brut North Coast 2013
89% Pinot Noir; 11% Chardonnay. Full and decidedly yeasty

Vintage matters. It always has and always will, yet, here in California, there are
always good wines to be had in every year. While that may be true more than
ever with the increased mastery of the way vineyards are managed, not to
mention constant refinement of the winemaking art, there are, nonetheless,
certain harvests that stand out as being truly special. Though far too simplistic, vintage assessments in California are almost always based on how
Cabernet Sauvignon has fared, especially those from the Napa Valley, and, as more and more Cabernets make their ways to our tasting table, it is
hard to see 2018 as being anything other than a monumentally successful vintage. Another, less-happy conclusion that can be drawn from this
month’s review of nearly one-hundred new bottlings of the state’s premier red variety is that great Cabernet does not come cheap. But, that is not
a new story, and, yet when measured against the prices commanded by the marquee names of Bordeaux, the top California versions do not seem
quite as painfully expensive. Some fifteen years back, we wrote that the principal aim of Connoisseurs’ Guide was to search out wines of “greatness,”
and, while we thoroughly enjoy the “very good” wines that account far and away for most of what we drink on a regular basis, our pursuit of
“greatness” in any variety – from Cabernet Sauvignon to Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, Zinfandel, Syrah and the rest – is still what drives us the most. As
for Cabernet, there more than a few undeniably great offerings from 2018 that will have us thinking of creative ways to work them into our budget.

* is ALMA DE CATTLEYA Napa Valley 2018

* jl AMPHORA Timber Crest Vineyard 2016

Smelling of red currants and sweet berries with accents of cola
and vanilla, all of which traits are replayed on the palate, the
2018 Alma de Cattleya Cabernet is briefly rounded on entry then
skews to firmness and finishes with a noticeably tannic pucker
that, for now, outdistances its likeable, yet not-quite-concentrated
fruit. A few years of age would be welcome, but we do not find
the kind of fruity strength here to make this one a candidate for
long-haul improvement.
O B A $48.00

Dry Creek Valley. Amphora’s Timber Crest Vineyard Cabernet
very successfully aims for varietal complexity rather than simple
fruitiness with suggestions of black olives, dried herbs and forestfloor spice merging with its ample complement of currants and
red and black cherries. It is slightly supple in feel and moderately
full-bodied with light-to-medium tannins that afford just the right
bit of grip to justify upwards of five years of age without steering
the wine to toughness.
O B I $65.00
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and impressively stuffed wine that hits all the right varietal marks
smartly with layer upon layer of very keen and cassis-like fruit
backed up by wonderfully rich, but never overdone oak. It is full
in body with inviting suppleness just beginning to appear, and its
nominal, very well-integrated tannins do nothing to hinder its
continuous expression of layering and indelibly varietal fruit while
affording it the backbone to age splendidly for no fewer than
another ten years. It is a serious, exceptionally well-made and
eminently collectible Cabernet.
O B A $120.00

ir ANCIENT PEAKS Santa Margarita Ranch 2019
10% Merlot; 5% Petite Sirah; 2% Cabernet Franc. With a fairly
ripe and well-concentrated nose of blackberries and plums that
wanders a bit wide of the classic Cabernet mark, this weighty
wine loosens its fruity hold in the face of decidedly grippy young
tannins. Even allowing for its tender age, it is hard to predict with
any certainty that its present bent to toughness will ease up and
give way to significantly better fruit expression with age, but a
bit of patience is advised all the same. 3 B I
$25.00

* is BUEHLER Estate Napa Valley 2018
This moderately intense effort offers a bit more richness and
fruity substance on the palate than it does in its straightforward,
nominally oaked, berry-like aromas, and it starts out with a bit of
friendly roundness on the palate before its firming, but notexcessive tannins bring it the structure for a few years of age
without imparting so much astringency that it cannot be enjoyed
in the near term.
1 B I $45.00

ir BUEHLER Napa Valley 2018

** jm ANGWIN Howell Mountain 2012

At first as savory as it is fruity in scent then finding a touch of
juicy sweetness along with a scant hint of loamy soil, this wine
comes up well short of the fruit displayed by Buehler’s Estate
Cabernet, and the fruit that it has gradually fades and is overtaken
by drying, slightly sere tannins in a way that calls into question
its prospects for better with age.
3 B I $35.00

Time may not have robbed this one of fruit, though “fruitiness”
per se has been quieted here, and the patina of age is plainly
apparent and, with it, a mannerly bit of mildly herbal complexity.
On the palate, the wine is both rounded and slightly firm with
enough residual tannin for grip but no dissuasive astringency,
and, it is all in all, a genuinely interesting and nicely developed
Cabernet that, if at or near its peak, is in no danger whatsoever
of drying out any time soon.
1 B I $195.00

ir CABANA California 2018
7% Merlot; 2% other. This comparatively simple wine is, for
most of its length, focused on slightly juicy, vaguely grapey fruit,
but is never keenly varietal in character. While it veers to dryness
and is closed off at the end by definitive, young Cabernet tannins,
it fails to show the fruity volume or depth to raise high hopes for
great improvement with age.
1 B I $25.00

** jm ANGWIN Howell Mountain 2018
Keyed confidently on very deep, well-defined, fully ripe currant
fruit and decked out with plenty of rich, never overly aggressive
oak, the 2018 Angwin Cabernet is a wine of fine extract, scale
and polish all at once. It is full in body and possesses plenty of
youthful tannin, but it is not so tough or sinewy that its very
insistent fruit is lost to out-sized astringency. All the same, it is a
wine that looks to be upwards of ten years out from reaching full
maturity, and, if its counterpart from 2012 reviewed just above
is any indication, patient cellaring is bound to bring with it
manifold rewards.
O B A $125.00

* jl ANGWIN Howell Mountain 2017
The differences between this wine and its younger, more deeply
fruited mate from the 2018 vintage are not great, but they are
enough to earn the latter higher rating. The 2017 version is a tad
less rich and sports a slightly sweet-and-savory mix of oak, herbs
and dusty soils lending a good degree of complexity to its
properly varietal, blackcurrant-like fruit and comes with a wellknit complement of fine, structural tannins. Neither gruff nor
rough, it nonetheless takes on a fair sense of grip as it goes, and,
if very likely to reach peak form a few years sooner than does its
aforementioned 2018 incarnation, it still deserves no less than a
half-decade of forbearance.
O B I $125.00

* is CASTORO Estate Grown Paso Robles 2019
Wholly avoiding the softness and sweetness that often appear in
inexpensive Cabernets, Castoro’s estate-grown version is a nicely
focused and neatly balanced effort that keys very clearly on
defined varietal fruit. Structured to age for a bit if one were to
choose, it is not a fancy, endlessly complex wine that will rival
its Napa Valley cousins that come with three-digit price tags,
but it is an honest, well-made, no-nonsense Cabernet that
will surprise those who have long abandoned thoughts of
finding one that is both as tasty and affordable as it is.
GOOD VALUE
3 B I $20.00

* it CATHEDRAL Napa Valley 2017
By Scott Harvey. Putting a good first foot forward with a nicely
fruited, explicitly varietal nose of ripe cherries and blackcurrants,
this moderately full-bodied effort finds a bigger role for oak than
expected on the palate. Its flavors initially show a good sense of
straightforward fruit, yet, as they progress, a certain woodiness
intrudes, and its modest, but drying tannins make for a slightly
sere finish that prescribes a bit of age. It is, all in all, a reasonably
good Cabernet, but whether or not it lives up to its ambitious
price tag is another thing altogether. O B A
$99.00

** jo AUDAX Napa Valley 2016
5% Merlot; 5% Cabernet Franc; 2% Petit Verdot. Here is a deep
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** jm CLIF FAMILY Croquet Vineyard 2018
Howell Mountain. While exhibiting good depth and a spark
of youthful life throughout, this very solid and ageworthy wine
is, for now, the tightest, most compact and nascent Cabernet
of the Clif Family bunch. It is more than moderately tannic yet
manages to hold on to its dense, always articulate fruit in a
way that engenders optimism about where it is headed, and
time is most definitely on its side, but its tightness combined
with its slightly too-puckery finish send a clear message that
five-plus years of cellaring, and perhaps ten, stand between it
and optimal drinkability.
1 B A $125.00

* jl CLIF FAMILY Kit’s Killer Cab Howell Mountain 2018
7% Petite Sirah. Sporting inviting aromas and flavors of ripe
currants and plums with highlights of dark soil, black olives and a
wee hint of violets, and a bit softer and more moderated in its
tannins than its siblings, the Kit’s Killer Cab from 2018 has the
balance, structure and basic varietal grip to encourage a good
four or five years of age. But, its youthful edge of astringency
notwithstanding, it is the one of its family that we would first
recommend to impatient Cabernet fans looking for a rich, fullbodied, not-too-tough example to pair with the likes of a rare
Porterhouse steak tonight.
1 B I $75.00

* jl CAYMUS Napa Valley 2019
77% Cabernet Sauvignon; 23% red Bordeaux varieties. Very
polished, fully ripe and very well-fruited with a generous, but an
always-complementary allocation of sweet oak fitting in seamlessly
with its dominant themes of juicy black cherries and cassis, the
2019 Caymus Cabernet is surprisingly open and expressive for
one of its age while still showing the fine tannic structure of a
wine that has nowhere but good places to go. Slightly grippy,
but never tough, it is all but certain to lure more than a few into
too-early drinking, and, though we must admit that it does offer
a great deal to like now and will elevate the coming Christmas
dinner of prime rib, it is only with patience – three or four years
at the least and, better yet, five or six – that it will fully come into
its own.
3 B I $82.00

ir CLONE 5 Alexander Valley 2019
Light and a little hesitant on the nose and needing a bit of time
in the glass to fill out and find a modicum of sweet, cherry-like
fruit, this medium-bodied offering fares better in the mouth, and,
if not an especially complex or layered wine, musters a nice bit
of accessible fruitiness and is not bound up in the kind of tannin
that calls for lengthy aging.
O B I $24.00

ir CLOS LA CHANCE Estate Vineyards 2019
Santa Clara Valley. 9% Petit Verdot; 4% Merlot. There is a soft
and slightly dusty overlay to this one’s somewhat limited aromas
of cherries that is reiterated in the ripe-leaning flavors that
follow, but neither it nor the temperate tannin that crops up at
the end serves to detract from the direct, slightly simple
fruitiness that is the ongoing theme of this clean and comfortably
balanced middleweight that, if young, is easy to taste.
GOOD VALUE
1 B I $17.00

** jo CLIF FAMILY Cold Springs Vineyard 2018
Howell Mountain. Picking a favorite of Clif Family’s impressive
lot of 2018 Cabernets is no easy task, yet this one from the Cold
Springs Vineyard situated high on Howell Mountain, by but the
smallest of margins, gets our vote. It, just like its mates, is a wine
of considerable fruity force and concentration, but, for all of its
sheer substance and depth, it displays a little more layering, a bit
more polish and a sense of sophistication that sets it apart. That
one can taste through its undisguised tannins now does not
mean that it is anywhere near optimal drinking age, and,
though slightly more mannerly and suggesting that it will reach
full maturity without quite as long a wait, it is still a wine that
requires time and should be hidden away for no fewer than
another half-dozen years.
1 B A $125.00

** jm COHO Napa Valley 2018
6% Petit Verdot. This attractive Cabernet pleases from the outset
with its varietally precise aromas of currants, sweet loam and colalike notes. It displays a touch of polish even at its nascent stage
of development and is balanced on the palate with suggestions of
suppleness played against a firm, never brusque underbelly and
a long, rich, ripe-leaning finish. It should age nicely for four to
seven years and hold well after that. O B A
$75.00

** jn CLIF FAMILY CIMA Howell Mountain 2018
Very much within the Clif Family Cabernet fold insofar as it is
a substantial, well-extracted wine fit with no small amount of
ageworthy tannin, the CIMA edition is as rich in concentrated,
very expressive, blackcurrant fruit as it is solidly structured.
Despite its grippy, five-to-ten-year tannins, it is marvelously
consistent in its fruity focus and is never overly reliant on lavish
ripeness. It is serious, very collectible stuff meant for the cellar
rather than hurried drinking, and it has all the pieces in place
to keep improving well into its second decade of life and most
likely beyond.
O B A $150.00

** jm CORISON Kronos Vineyard St. Helena 2018
If not so delicate as to leave one questioning its Cabernet soul,
this mid-sized offering fully reflects its maker’s preference for
elegance and grace over hard-charging ripeness and mouthfilling extract and is a wine of a claret-like persuasion that, while
never big and bold, is very steady in its focus. Its first and last
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not compromise the concentrated fruit that lies at this sturdy,
relatively robust offering’s heart. Those who are forgiving of
young Cabernet astringency may well find it enjoyable now, but
we would counsel for a wait of some four or five years during
which time it should display a little more discreet layering as its
youthfully gruff edges smooth.
O B A $85.00

* jl CORNERSTONE Benchlands Napa Valley 2018
12% Cabernet Franc; 2% Merlot; 1% Petit Verdot. There is a
slightly lighter cast to the loamy, herb-tinged, red cherry fruit
aromas at first, but with a bit of time in the glass, those aromas
pick up more richness and the distinct dark currant qualities of
Cabernet start to emerge. On the palate, the wine begins on a
supple note before taking on a fair bit of tannic coarseness, but
no more than what might be expected of a Cabernet of its age,
and the slightly drying, astringent aspects of its finish will easily
settle with mid-term age.
1 B A $75.00

statement is one of varietal purity, and, given the Corison track
record, it is certain to age famously and gain in both complexity
and polish over time.
1 B I $195.00

** jo CORNERSTONE Oakville Station Oakville 2017
4% Merlot; 4% Cabernet Franc. The most complete of the very
good Cornerstone contingent from the 2017 vintage, the Oakville
Station Cabernet is a deep and substantial offering that displays
an involving sense of layering and richness with a beautifully
joined mix of backcurrants and sweet oak highlighted by nuanced
touches of dried herbs and cola. It has the strength and structure
of a wine that will grow for years and years, but its integral tannins
are so well-buffered by fruit that waiting will not come all that
easy. That said, we urge no less than four or five years of patience
with full faith that those familiar with the beauty to be had in
serious, fully mature Cabernet will find that a decade of age is a
better choice yet.
1 B A $120.00

iq CRYSTAL BASIN CS3 Grand Reserve 2018
El Dorado County. Here is a wine of very mixed messages. Its
loosely defined nose momentarily suggests of the blackcurrants
of Cabernet, but its focus blurs rather than sharpens once in the
mouth, then its too-tentative fruit defaults to tannin that, while
not extreme, does dry out its finish and leaves a slight streak of
bitterness in its wake.
O B I $45.00

iq CRYSTAL BASIN Reserve El Dorado County 2017
This relatively slender, lighter-bodied look at Cabernet may appeal
to those who find more than minimal ripeness a fault, but, for
us, it needs to be riper, richer and have considerably more fruity
flesh on its exposed bones to work its way into contention for
starred recommendation.
1 L D $32.00

** jm CORNERSTONE Rutherford 2017
Ripe and rounded with a wealth of black cherry fruit and creamy
oak evident at every stop, Cornerstone’s Rutherford Cabernet is
a decidedly showy effort that holds nothing back. It teases here
and there with hints of olive and herbs while keeping its sights
steadily fixed on deep, very generous, well-extracted fruit, and,
while full and fleshy in feel, it is fit with enough tannin to possess
a proper bit of varietal grip without interrupting its fruity flow or
losing its way to imposing astringency. Its ready richness will hold
it in good stead with juicy cuts of beef should one elect to pull its
cork soon, but will only begin to grow into its best after another
half-decade has passed.
O B I $120.00

** jo DAVIES Winfield Vineyard Calistoga 2018
Deep, dense, wonderfully well-filled and yet very refined all at
once, the Winfield Vineyard bottling gets our nod as the best
of an exceptionally fine lot of single-site Cabernets from Davies
in 2018. Its continuous, keenly defined mix of black cherry and
currant fruit is enriched with a lovely, always integral measure of
slightly creamy oak, and, while possessing very fine tannic
structure for age, it is in no way ragged or rough even now. It is
sure to repay five or six years of cellaring with even more polish
yet, and we have no question but that it will continue to grow
for another decade if not more.
1 B A $110.00

* jl CORNERSTONE Howell Mountain 2018
Far from an austere, tannin-bound wine and sufficiently rounded
in feel to, at least distantly, recall a plump and slightly juicy
Merlot more than it does a sturdy, mountain-grown effort, this
is a ripe, slightly soft-edged Cabernet that ends on a note of
slightly drying astringency. It is quite rich, but it is not big on
finesse, and, even with the three to five years of additional age
for which it calls, fruity ripeness rather than refinement looks
to be its principle theme.
O B I $120.00

** jn DAVIES Red Cap Vineyard Howell Mountain 2018
Howell Mountain Cabernets often stand out for their structure
and take their time in showing their fruit, but, while this one is
built along slightly sturdy lines and clearly asks for cellar time, it
is rife with very deep and convincing, impressively concentrated,
varietal fruit even now. It already teases with glimpses of layered
complexity to come and an impression of nascent polish to its
expansive aromas and flavors. Age, however, is a must, and, if
seven or eight years should be more than sufficient, two or three
seems not nearly enough. It is clearly worth the investiture of
some time.
O B A $110.00

* jl CORNERSTONE Calistoga 2017
9% Cabernet Franc; 1% other. Elements of cassis, black cherries
and olives along with a good dollop of slightly toasty oak show
throughout the length of this very rich, ripe-leaning, full-bodied
wine, and, if tannin steps up a bit more than in Cornerstone’s
other efforts and provides a fair degree of finishing grip, it does
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** jm DAVIES Renteria 360 Vineyard Oakville 2018
A solid serving of fully ripe, very pure, currant-like fruit is dressed
up here with a healthy dollop of sweet, slightly caramelly oak,
and, with air, hints of dried herbs and violets emerge to add a
nice bit of complexity. After its slightly supple entry, the wine
tends slightly to firmness with polished, comparatively finegrained tannins that afford just enough structural spine to ensure
another half-decade of growth but allow for surprisingly easy
access right now.
1 B I $110.00

** jm DuMOL Ballard Vyd Spring Mountain District 2018
Medium-volume at present with inner concentration and focus
that signal more and better to come, this somewhat tightly and
firmly structured effort shows a fair bit of range to its rich, ripe
cherry aroma through a background touch of herb, a slight tart
edge to its fruit and a supportive streak of caramelly oak. Full
on the palate and somewhat supple even now, the wine brings
both tannin and acidity into play at the finish without ever losing
its way. Three to six years of aging will surely be of benefit here
and do not be surprised if it lasts a decade. OBA $150.00

** jm DAVIES Simpkins Vineyard Coombsville 2018
If not as widely heralded as appellations such as Rutherford or
Oakville, the Coombsville District in the southeastern corner of
Napa Valley has been responsible for more than a few, first-rate
Cabernets for some time. This one from Davies is a somewhat
lavish wine that, if not muscle-bound and subject to overly pushy
ripeness, is a very rich and mouthfilling effort with concentrated
fruit and sweet, vanillin oak to spare. Its nominal tannins lend it
enough finishing grip to be deserving of a half-dozen or so years
of patience without imparting so much astringency as to warn
off earlier drinking as a foil to steaks, chops and roasts if one
should choose not to wait
1 B A $110.00

** jm DuMOL Napa Valley 2018
This very attractive effort hits all the right notes from its showy
black cherry and curranty first aromas to its energetic flavors and
long, tannin-firmed finish. It is the kind of wine that some folks
will enjoy young while others will be equally pleased with older
versions that seem certain to age nicely over the next half-dozen
years and more. It is, in a word or two, damn nice, and offers a
look at DuMol Cabs at a slightly lower cost. 1BI $119.00

* jl DuMOL Meteor Vineyard Coombsville 2018

* iu DAVIES St. Helena 2018
A little lighter and a tad leaner than its single-vineyard mates,
albeit a wine with good Cabernet focus, this one shies away
from fruity extravagance and shows a touch of dried herbs and
slightly woody spice to its mid-depth cherry and currant fruit.
It is ripe and no more than modestly tannic, and though sure
to age for a bit, it requires but a few years to round into its best
drinking shape.
1 B I $90.00

Well-expressed red currant first notes in the aromas stay in play at
all stops and give the wine a somewhat different focus from its
mates. It finds a bit of black cherry in the background and gets
a touch of richness from its oak aging. Initially slightly round on
the palate but then firming up and getting a touch coarse in the
latter going, this one will undoubtedly benefit from some quiet
time in the back of the cellar.
O B A $150.00

* iu DESIRE LINES Lichau Hill Vineyard 2019

* is DuMOL Montecillo Vineyard Moon Mountain 2018

Petaluma Gap. This barely two-year-old wine behaves like a
very young Cabernet Sauvignon should. It is tight with a fairly
precise, but constrained nose and, though its essential tannins are
presently a bit extreme, it gradually reveals a very solid and welldefined core of insistent blackcurrant on the palate that puts it
on a clear and promising varietal track. Five years in the cellar
would seem the minimum wait here. O B A $49.00

If decently focused, this wine is simply shorter on central fruit to
rise above “good” as its proper assessment. Its focus on black
and red cherries comes with a hint of an herbal edge, and, while
that is not a real problem in Cabernet Sauvignon, its shortfall of
fruity depth is, especially in the somewhat foreshortened finish.
Some half-decade of aging should prove a real benefit and allow it
to soften and open up.
O B A $105.00

* it DRY CREEK VINEYARD The Mariner 2018

Dry Creek Valley. 20% Syrah. Never less than fully ripe, but
with an edge of dryness to its never-quite-juicy fruit on the nose
and similarly wanting for a bit more fruity lift once in the mouth,
this comparatively weighty wine is fairly rounded and slightly
viscous and briefly glyceriny in feel, yet the fruity spark required
for real success remains elusive throughout. It is identifiable as
Cabernet and has the tannin to age, but not the energy, and, its
slight back-end astringency notwithstanding, we would tag it for
drinking sooner than later.
1 B I $35.00

Dry Creek Valley. 68% Cabernet Sauvignon; 13% Merlot; 8%
Malbec; 8% Petit Verdot; 3% Cabernet Franc. There is a veneer
of slightly dusty soil and a momentary whiff of cola-like sweetness
to this one’s otherwise comparatively closed-in aromas, but, once
in the mouth and in spite of its full measure of youthful tannins,
the wine shows far more fruity stuffing and substance than was
hinted at on the nose. A little too rugged to think about drinking
any time soon, it is built to age well even if real elegance may lie
beyond its reach.
3 B A $50.00

20% Syrah; 4% Petit Verdot. Perhaps not classic in its makeup,
this accessible wine nevertheless rings the bell for out-and-out
drinkability at an early age. Its blackcurrant first notes are filled
in by hints of blackberries and a touch of creamy oak for added
richness. If a touch soft in its underbelly and moderately tannic
but not harsh, it gets an extra nod for its ease on the palate. We
would consider drinking it up in the next few years.
GOOD VALUE
3 B I $45.00

ir DUTCHER CROSSING Proprietor’s Reserve 2017

* jl FERRARI-CARANO Sonoma County 2018
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half-dozen years with every expectation that it will age effortlessly
for twice as long.
1 B A $150.00

* jl GRGICH HILLS Napa Valley 2018
7% Cabernet Franc; 6.5% Merlot; 6.5% Petit Verdot. Here is a
well-defined Cabernet that adheres to its maker’s measured,
never-extravagant style, yet it is no shrinking violet in terms of
deep and specific fruit and, even if very young, is so trim and
nicely polished that it can be enjoyed in the relative near-term.
That being said, it quietly suggests that more complexity will
come with patience, and it is a welcome reminder that ageworthiness does not necessarily depend on big muscles, high
extract and tongue-curing tannins. 3 B I
$72.00

* iu FERRARI-CARANO Reserve Alexander Valley 2018
There is no question that this is the sturdier offering of the brace
from Ferrari-Carano, and, truth be told, it is the one that we
would choose for cellaring. It shares its sibling’s slight softness
but is a deeper, more highly concentrated effort, and its backend is noticeably tougher. This one asks for patience and needs
to be hidden away someplace quiet and dark for another three
to six years.
1 B A $65.00

* iu GRGICH HILLS Miljenko’s Selection Rutherford 2017
Just a bit lighter and a little pulled back when compared to the
winery’s Old Vine Cabernet Sauvignon of the same vintage, the
Miljenko’s Selection from Rutherford is, nonetheless, a varietally
confident, medium-full-bodied offering that positions defined
cassis-like fruit before a judicious complement of sweet oak
while hinting here and there at notes of violet and loamy soils.
Its fruit, however, tends to retreat as fairly grippy young tannins
exert themselves in the latter going, and its recommendation is
conditional on it being laid away and left to rest in the cellar for
another six to eight years.
1 B A $90.00

* is FIRESTONE The Chairman Series 2018
Santa Ynez Valley. If not an especially expressive look at the
variety, this one does speak clearly of Cabernet throughout from
its slightly herb-tinged aromas of currants on to its mid-density
flavors. It is moderately full-bodied and rounded in feel to start
but narrows and tapers as it crosses the palate and shows just
enough late-to-arrive tannin to argue for more time. It is not
woefully astringent and will serve reasonably well now with juicy
cuts of beef, but even two or three years of age should make for
a better, more inviting wine.
1 B I $48.00

ir FIRESTONE Paso Robles 2019
13% Zinfandel; 8% Petite Sirah; 1% Petit Verdot. Soft and simple
on the nose and smelling of direct, slightly berryish fruit with
ripe, but similarly simple flavors to match, this loosely focused,
ripe-leaning, lightly tannic wine tries, but never quite manages,
to convince that it is Cabernet and is one to tag for drinking in
the relative near term.
3 B D $22.00

* jl HAWK AND HORSE Red Hills Lake County 2017
Black and red cherries are framed by a sweetening dollop of rich
oak in the relatively bright, mid-density aromas of this firmly
balanced, medium-full-bodied Cabernet Sauvignon from the Red
Hills appellation in Lake County. Though, at first, slightly frontal
and open on the palate, the wine shows good structural bones,
and its long-lasting flavors exhibit a certain youthful vitality and
ageworthy firmness. Not so tight-fisted that it cannot be enjoyed
now, it comes with clear promise of increased complexity once it
has had a few more years of age. 1 B I
$75.00

* is GRAZIANO Nauman Vineyard 2018
Mendocino County. Suffering from no lack of ripeness or fruity
hesitancy and, on the contrary, a relatively big and outgoing wine,
Graziano’s 2018 Cabernet is a fairly dense, fuller-scaled effort in
all ways save for its tannins which are never out of bounds. That
said, it will benefit from some cellaring, and, though not so rough
or tough as to be impossible to access now, it should, with a bit
of forbearance, say two or three years, develop a little more
complexity and overall polish.
O B I $40.00

* it HOYT Paso Robles 2016
Though emphatic ripeness is central to this rich and outgoing
effort, there is plenty of well-defined Cabernet fruit in play as
well, and the wine stops short of getting too jammy for its own
good. It draws on a nice appointment of oak for a bit of added
complexity, and is firmed by a temperate streak of fine-grained
tannins without getting derailed by the kind of astringency that
precludes drinking in the near term. It is, all the same, a wine
with the structure to improve for a half-decade or so and is a
better balanced package than its year-younger mate from the
2017 vintage.
O B I $45.00

** jm GRGICH HILLS Old Vine Yountville 2017
7% Petit Verdot. Introduced by a nicely composed nose of ripe
currants, loam and woodsy spice and showing a fine sense of
tailoring to its deep and incisively varietal flavors, Grgich Hill’s Old
Vine Cabernet is an especially well-measured working that, while
showing excellent concentration and optimal ripeness, runs to
refinement more than bombast. It is moderately full in body and
sports proper Cabernet tannins without losing its way to
blunting astringency, but it is a wine built for cellaring rather
than hasty drinking and fully deserves to laid away for at least a

ir HOYT Paso Robles 2017
Sharing the same bias to ripeness shown by its predecessor from
2016 but a somewhat simpler wine that is more grapey in tone
than keenly varietal, this wine succeeds in hiding its 15.3% alcohol
fairly well, but its riper traits are always a step or two ahead of
specific Cabernet fruit. Even if enough tannin rears its head at
the finish to support a few years of age, its softer construction
allows for easy access now.
O B I $45.00
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impart a distinctive stamp of terroir. A fully ripe effort, it is a tad
soft in balance with a noticeable tag-end of heat confirming its
ripeness and maintains a good hold on fruit that, at least partially,
offsets its back-end astringency now and raises optimism that it
will not dry out once it has had the five years of cellaring that its
undisguised tannins commend.
1 B A $55.00

* jl J. DAVIES Diamond Mountain District 2018
6% Malbec; 6% Petit Verdot. There is a certain bias to ripeness
here and a slightly diminished tannic presence that, together,
result in a somewhat more open and rounded stance to what
is a fleshy, slightly viscous, full-bodied wine. Rich and flavorful
and very sure in its varietal message with lots of black and red
cherry fruit backed up by a sweetening complement of nicely
fit oak, it looks to need no more than a few years to grow into
its best but is not a Cabernet that is in danger of drying or fading
for quite some time after that.
1 B I $130.00

* is KENWOOD Jack London Vineyard 2017
Sonoma Mountain. With mid-volume aromas of blackcurrants
that show a bit of brightness, this medium-full bodied wine starts
out on the slightly rounded side on the palate before showing
good Cabernet grip. It is ripe, but not overly so, and is steady in
its presentation for fruit even if it finishes with enough trailing
tannins to suggest that it will benefit from another few years of
additional age.
3 B I $35.00

* is KENWOOD Six Ridges Alexander Valley 2018
There is a nice sense of freshness about this one’s well-defined
varietal aromas that we find in a good many 2018 Cabernets,
and, while the wine is nominally tannic, it is not in the least
tough and is fairly mannerly and approachable for a Cabernet
Sauvignon of its age. Even so, we see in it the potential for two
or three years of positive growth, and, if never a big and burly
offering, it displays good fruity solidity and stays in fine focus
throughout its length.
3 B I $35.00

* iu KENWOOD Rugged Elements Arrowhead Vyd. 2019
Sonoma County. Much as its “Rugged Elements” moniker
implies, this full-bodied working is the biggest, most gutsy of the
Kenwood Cabernets under review in this issue, and, from its
dense and extracted aromas of cassis to its commensurably
weighty and concentrated flavors, it is a wine of substance and
good fruity mass. It is moderately tannic and slightly coarse in
feel at the moment, but its essential fruit has the staying power
to make for easy predictions that it will age successfully for no
less than a half-dozen years.
1 B A $52.00

ir KENWOOD 51% Sonoma Co./49% Mendocino Co. 2018
On the slightly lighter, less weighty side as Cabernets go yet a
wine that offers up a clean and reasonably well-focused measure
of varietal, red currant fruit both on the nose and in its rounded,
easy-to-get-at flavors, this well-scrubbed working is, withal, a
fairly tame look at its variety and makes no claims to layered
complexity or noteworthy depth, but it is likeably balanced and
smells and tastes of Cabernet, which, for a wine of its price is no
small achievement.
GOOD VALUE
$12.00
3 B D

* it KENWOOD Jack London Vineyard Dry Farmed 2019

* it KING ESTATE Quintessence Vineyard 2018

Sonoma Mountain. We like this moderately tannic youngster
less for what is now and more for what it will become. It is a
solidly built, well-balanced offering that, at present and for the
next three to five years, is more about structure than juicy, comehither fruit, but it shows good depth and continuity and, at every
stop, from its sweetly oaked, curranty aromas right through to
its very firm, moderately astringent finish, is a Cabernet with
indelible varietal authority.
1 B A $55.00

Red Mountain. 18% Merlot. There is a sense of polish and a
slightly lighter winemaking hand to this very mannerly, mediumto medium-full-bodied offering that distantly reminds of Pinot
Noir, which should not be all that surprising given its producer,
yet the wine’s red and blackcurrant fruit is distinctly Cabernet in
character and puts the wine squarely on the varietal track. Those
who believe that Cabernets should be big and bold may find this
one a little too tame for their tastes, but it is skillfully made and,
despite being easy to taste now, is balanced to evolve nicely for
another five or six years.
O B I $60.00

* is KENWOOD Jack London Vineyard Wild Ferment 2018
Sonoma Mountain. Its designation of “Wild Ferment” refers
to the fact that this wine was fermented only with the native
yeast that naturally adheres to the grapes which is believed to

* is KING ESTATE Bacchus Vineyard Columbia Valley 2018
*** jr J. DAVIES Jamie Diamond Mountain District 2017
Very arguably the finest J. Davies Jamie Cabernet to date and an
imposing wine of riveting richness and depth, this is a showstopping offering that, even in its youth, shows extraordinary
layering with complexing elements of vanilla, cola, toasty oak
and dark, loamy soil as beautifully fit complements to its very
pure, blackcurrant fruit. Despite having the structure and balance
to age famously, it is open and accessible and still developing all
at once, and though it is not at all hard to fully appreciate now,
there is little question in our minds but that it will be nothing
but better ten years from now and should, with careful cellaring,
be a compelling study in top-tier Cabernet Sauvignon still upon
reaching its twentieth anniversary. O B A $230.00
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18% Merlot. Here, again, is a comparatively lighter look at the
variety that some will see as elegant while others consider it to
be a little too light, but lacking boldness is no sin if there is defined
fruit at work as there is in this very trim, clean-as-can-be, midsized offering. If admittedly not the first Cabernet for which we
would reach to pair with heartier roasts or braises, it will serve
nicely with milder fare – lamb and veal dishes would be a fine
choice – during the next several years. O L I
$56.00

1% Montepulciano. Its supporting cast of several other varieties
noted, this wine is unmistakably Cabernet in focus and shows a
nice sense of crafting throughout. Its steady cassis and blackcherry presence is enriched by a prudent bit of sweet oak, and it
is a wine of moderation rather than one that goes for flamboyant
richness. It has inklings of seriousness, albeit in a less-than-strident
way, and, while not a tannic, big-shouldered powerhouse, it is
balanced to age nicely for a good half-decade or more.
GOOD VALUE
1 B I $38.00

* jl KINTERA Rutherford 2018

* jl LAWER Vineyard Select Oakville 2016

It would be easy enough to pick at this wine for being a little
too ripe and a touch too hot at the finish, but with those slight
quibbles noted, it is also a fairly deep and expressive one whose
ample blackcurrant and black cherry fruit comes wrapped in
sweet oak and accented with scattered suggestions of dried
flowers and complexing hints of woodsy spice. It is underpinned
with a foundation of temperate, relatively fine-grained tannins,
and, if not demanding protracted cellar time, this is a well-made
Rutherford Cabernet that looks to age quite well for another five
to eight years.
1 B I $150.00

Here, from Lawer, and like its mate, is an ageworthy wine with
good places to go, but it is not quite as tough as its partner from
Calistoga and boasts a richer core of near-juicy, fully ripened fruit.
It is big in body with good tannic grip, and, if just a touch hot at
the finish, it exhibits excellent fruity continuity and length with
the structure and stuffing to grow for another five years and keep
handily for five or more after that. 1 B I $115.00

* it LAWER Vineyard 600 Calistoga 2016
Notably still on the sturdy side as it begins its sixth year, Lawer’s
Calistoga Cabernet is a fairly weighty wine that, while fully ripe
and generously filled with a touch of dark chocolate off to the
side of its deep, varietally on-point, cassis-like fruit, is fairly tough
on the palate. Those willing to look past its tannins should find
things to like now when it is teamed with the heartiest roasts,
but it is on the burly side of things and could do with three or
four more years of age.
O B A $75.00

* jl KNIGHTS BRIDGE Knights Valley 2018
Big on ripe, black cherry fruit with ample sweet oak and nuanced
touches of toasted herbs to its rich and outgoing aromas, this
wine is pushed a bit more by ripeness once in the mouth and,
while every bit as rich as expected, is, at least for the nonce, a
little less detailed in its flavors with a rush of ripe tannins washing
though its finish. And, just how much polish it finds with age is
a question that waits to be answered. 1 B A $120.00

ip McMANIS Lodi 2020
McManis earns its fair share of “Good Value” recommendations
in these pages, but, even though very inexpensive, this vaguely
fruity, slightly sweet-leaning offering falls a bit short of similar
endorsement in this outing. It is clean, but it is never varietally
specific in its fruit or its relatively soft structure, and it tastes all
too much like the cheaper wine that it is. 3 L D
$12.00

** jn LAIL Blueprint Napa Valley 2019
Serious Cabernet is not meant to be drunk at a mere two years
of age, yet, as is the case here, those from talented producers
and better sites show their depth and complexity and winemaking
polish nonetheless. The latest Blueprint bottling from Lail is a
deep and impressively concentrated rendering with a solid grasp
on precise, cassis-like fruit buttressed by lots of young Cabernet
tannins and, even now, shows a palpable sense of appreciable
layering. Time in the cellar, however, is an absolute must here,
and drinking before its seventh or eighth birthday would be a
hard-to-forgive sin.
1 B A $90.00

** jm MARSTON FAMILY Spring Mountain District 2018
Just a tad drawn back as far as heady ripeness goes and all the
better for it, Marston’s is a Cabernet that from the very first
sniff, shows a good deal of complexity and detail with aromas
and like-minded, nicely composed flavors that are deep in
lovely, oak-accented, slightly loamy, cassis-like fruit. Mediumfull- to full-bodied with integral tannins for age, but not a wine
bound up by impenetrable astringency, it wants at least a few
years of age before being poured and will only get better with
five to ten.
1 B A $165.00

* jl LANCASTER Winemaker’s Cuvée 2019
Alexander Valley. 80% Cabernet Sauvignon; 14% Merlot; 5%
Malbec; 1% Cabernet Franc. Displaying very good aromatic
intensity, reach and range with nicely extracted, ripe currant fruit
that needs no coaxing leading the way in its well-filled flavors,
the Lancaster Winemaker’s Cuvée makes a most inviting start
before its ample young tannins start to close in and make an
iron-clad case for patient aging. The wine is deep, it is layered
and it is very solidly structured, but it is also one that will require
at least five years of age before reaching its full potential. That it
will is inarguable, and, if earlier drinking with the likes of a thick
rib-eye steak may be hard to condemn, there is no question but
that patience will pay big dividends. 1 B A $100.00

* is NORTH BY NORTHWEST Walla Walla Vly. 2016
19% Merlot. While showing much in common with its samevintage companion-bottling from Columbia Valley, especially in
its elevated acidity and structural firmness, this wine is not quite
so stingy in fruit. In this instance, we do see it benefitting from a
bit more age, but more as a way to soften its slightly acidy
angularity than to smooth out its relatively temperate tannins.
GOOD VALUE
1 B I $18.00

* iu LA STORIA Alexander Valley 2019
By Trentadue. 15% Merlot; 6% Malbec; 2% Cabernet Franc;
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what is sure to be its considerable best. We strongly urge that it
be left untouched in the cellar for at least another five or six years,
but know that it has look of a Cabernet that will age and evolve
beautifully for a decade and more. 1 B A $155.00

ir NORTH BY NORTHWEST Columbia Valley 2016

** jo PAUL HOBBS Beckstoffer Las Piedras Vineyard 2018

10% Merlot; 4% Cabernet Franc; 1% Carmenere. An altogether
lighter look at Cabernet and one of slightly limited scale that
takes a big step back from conspicuous ripeness and outgoing
fruit, this medium-bodied wine is quite firm in feel with stiffening
acidity accentuating its otherwise modest tannins, and, given that
it is five years of age, we do not expect it to change its stripes
appreciably with more time.
3 L I $25.00

Napa Valley. Solidly fruited with an unmistakable curranty bent
to its ample and ongoing, fairly juicy aromas and flavors, this very
rich, fully ripe effort hints at touches of stony soil, black olives
and dried herbs that differentiate it slightly from Hobb’s other
Beckstoffer Vineyard Cabernet bottlings. It is a weighty,
mouthfilling wine that, following its fleshy and slightly rounded
start and its mid-palate richness, is finished with enough grippy
young tannins to make a clear call for time, and, if as little as four
or five years of cellaring should prove a significant boon here, it has
the all of the right pieces in place to grow well beyond its tenth
birthday with ease.
1 B A $300.00

iq ONE STONE Paso Robles 2019
20% Merlot; 4% Petit Verdot. Slightly sweet and jammy in tone
with touches of chocolate and its softer structure both suggesting
that it comes from warmer climes, this clean and easy-going red
wine commits no unpardonable sins, but it struggles with only
limited success in its efforts to muster wholly believable Cabernet
Sauvignon credentials.
3 B D $20.00

** jn PAUL HOBBS Beckstoffer Dr. Crane Vineyard 2018
Napa Valley. One of three, very good, Paul Hobbs Cabernets
sourced from various Beckstoffer Vineyards in 2018, this one
favors ripeness a bit more and is both a little more forgiving in
its tannins and slightly more up front in its fruit. It, too, counts
nice, very carefully applied oak as an asset, and, though having
the balance, the fruity strength and the finely fit tannin to evolve
handsomely over the next half-dozen or more years, it also has
the inviting, slightly supple feel of a wine that can be enjoyed
with a wait of only a few.
1 B I $285.00

* it OPOLO Paso Robles 2019
10% Malbec; 5% Petit Verdot. The cassis-like qualities are easy
to spot and are joined by accents of dark loamy soil and mildly
vanillin oak. Fully ripe without stepping over the line to excess,
the wine is full and slightly fleshy in feel with a continuous core
of well-stated fruit that is never threatened by overly aggressive
tannins. It smells, tastes and is constructed like Cabernet, and, if
sure to keep well and, perhaps, even improve for several years,
it is easy to get at now.
1 B I $34.00

** jm PAUL HOBBS Coombsville 2018
Mr. Hobbs can be counted on for Cabernets of richness and
fruity breadth, and, while this one clearly coveys both, it also
shows a nice sense of freshness and lift. It is full without being
at all heavy in gait and shows a consistent impression of polish
from front to back, yet, for all of its up-front, deftly oaked,
sweet currant fruit, it impresses as having a good deal of depth
and reserve. On the one hand structured to age effortlessly for
upwards of eight to ten years, it is, on the other, not brutishly
tannic and is genuinely satisfying as it begins its fourth year
after harvest.
3 B I $120.00

ir PEDRONCELLI Block 007 Estate 2019

** jm PATLAND Napa Valley 2018

Dry Creek Valley. Slightly better endowed with fruit than its
“Three Vineyards” sibling but sharing enough of the same tootannic constraints to give full voice to its fruit, the Pedroncelli
Block 007 bottling is a solid, yet rather backward wine that is
presently lacking in polish and charm. It does, however, smell
and taste very clearly of Cabernet Sauvignon, but do give it a
few years before bringing it to the table as a foil to something
meaty and hearty.
1 B A $28.00

Patland Cabernets rarely, if ever, are short on substance and
depth, just as they consistently are wines with plenty of depth
and fruity extraction that are meant for the cellar and not for
hurried drinking while still very young. This soon-to-be-released
2018 edition fits the winery model to a “tee” and is a muscular,
somewhat brooding, broad-shouldered effort with concentrated,
blackcurrant fruit and rich oak to spare. It also quite tannic, yet
while its tannins never obscure its fundamental fruit, they do
rule out hasty drinking for any but those who somehow find
virtue in tongue-curing astringency. Time is a must if it is to reach

iq PEDRONCELLI Three Vineyards 2019
Dry Creek Valley. 6% Cabernet Franc; 4% Merlot; 3% Petit

*** jq PAUL HOBBS Beckstoffer To Kalon Vineyard 2018
Napa Valley. Sourced from what may well be the most storied
Cabernet site in all of the Napa Valley, this is a beautifully focused
and generously filled wine that shows a lovely, very refined and
always complementary trim of sweet oak to its luscious, extremely
long lasting, very pure red and blackcurrant fruit. Though very
young and just beginning to hint at layered complexity to come,
it flirts gracefully with a touch of opulence now, but it is never
overly beholden to ripeness and is destined to age without effort
for eight to ten years.
1 B A $500.00
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Verdot; 2% Malbec. Its price may be indicative of a wine that is
meant to be drunk fairly soon, but this one is starkly tannic and
more savory than fruity in character. It may, with age, find a little
more fruit to fill out its tough frame, but both time and a healthy
dose of optimism are called for here. 3 B A
$22.00

is close to being ready to drink, it is noticeably, if not abrasively,
tannic and finishes with no small amount of youthful grip. As
with most Monte Bello Cabernets, it asks for at least six to ten
years of age and, under the right cellar conditions, is sure to be
very long-lived.
3 B A $235.00

* is RISK San Francisco Bay 2018
Leaning a bit more to ripe berries than to the blackcurrants most
associated with its variety, this medium-full-bodied wine can be
justly accused of being a bit simple and one-dimensional, but it
is reasonably well-filled with a steady grasp on its particular brand
of fruit and has the moderately tannic structure of real Cabernet
without getting too astringent for its own good. It is serviceable
now with typical Cabernet fare but will be better when another
year or two or three have passed. 1 B I
$40.00

** jo PRIDE Reserve 81% Sonoma County 2018

** jn RODNEY STRONG Reserve Knights Valley 2018

19% Napa County. 6% Petit Verdot. Not all great Cabernets
show off in their youth, and this is one that takes time to reveal
itself. Its dark fruit and tight composition limits its first aromas
to basic ripe cherries with side notes of loam and dried currants.
As it airs, the wine adds in greater richness and delivers spot-on
varietal character that, while still reserved, has plenty of depth
to go with its Cabernet specificity. It is correspondingly tight and
challenging on the palate at this point, yet it reiterates both its
admirable focus and convincing depth. It is tannic, to be sure, in
a way that young, ageworthy wines often are, and we suggest
that it be laid away for five to eight years at a minimum. And a
wait of a decade or more will not hurt. 1 B A $160.00

6% Malbec. Strongly favoring the black cherry end of the varietal
spectrum, this ripe, mid-volume offering comes with a pleasant
bit of dried currants in its fruity mix and is backed up by creamy
oak richness in its aromas. Its ripeness comes into full view on the
palate where its supple, mouthfilling impressions hold sway
without ever reaching into excess. Evident and well-balanced
tannins carry comfortably into the finish and ensure a half-dozen
years of growth.
1 B I $55.00

** jm PRIDE 70% Napa County 30% Sonoma County 2018
6% Petit Verdot; 5% Merlot. Ripe and somewhat flashy at first
glance, this wine starts off as the drink-me-now sibling among
the Pride offerings, but its palatal tannins tell a different story. It
is full-bodied and invitingly rich on the palate with the expected
notes of currant and toasty oak in good form. And there will be
those who will find it a good mate to rich beef roasts even now.
For our part, we would prefer it in a more polished state and are
content to let it age in the cellar for three to six years at a
minimum. And, frankly, it could well gain in smoothness for a
good many years after that.
3 B I $76.00

** jm RODNEY STRONG Reserve Sonoma County 2017
A mid-volume, well-made, somewhat polished effort, this one has
“drink now” charm at most every stop save for its tannic end on
the palate. Its first nose of black cherries and creamy oak gets a
further boost from a bit of Merlot-like openness, and the
invitation of the nose extends into the wine’s fairly supple early
texture and ripe flavors. At the finish, the wine runs into a fair bit
of roughening tannin, but it can be enjoyed in the near term,
and we suggest that it be paired with savory beef roasts to show
at its best today. Of course, a few years of age could also be in
order for it to soften out.
3 B I $55.00

* iu PRIDE Vintner Select Cuvée Napa Valley 2018
Medium-depth aromas of black cherries and creamy oak with a
tinge of dark chocolate, while more than pleasant, fall a bit short
of the complexity to reach higher in rating. The wine is full on
the palate with enough tannin to rough it up yet never reaches
the bruiser stage. Aging will help somewhat in the next three to
five years but grandeur seems unlikely. 1 B I $102.00

* is SEBASTIANI Alexander Valley 2019

** jo RIDGE Monte Bello Santa Cruz Mountains 2018

6% Syrah; 6% Petit Verdot; 5% Merlot; 2% Petite Sirah. For a
Cabernet as young as it is, this one is fairly outgoing and on the
surprisingly accessible side. Its affably fruity nose of dark berries
and sweet spice are echoed in character by its very clean and
comfortably balanced, modestly tannic, mid-density flavors. It
can take a few years of age but makes no demands for cellaring
and will drink nicely as a foil to simple steaks and chops in the
near term.
3 B I $40.00

Monte Bello Vineyard. 74% Cabernet Sauvignon; 17% Merlot;
7% Petit Verdot; 2% Cabernet Franc. With a mid-volume nose
of currants, black cherries and plums all wrapped up with a nice
bit of sweet oak and accented with subtle notes of graphite and
cedar, the latest edition of Ridge’s flagship Cabernets is a solidly
structured, well-muscled wine that is rich without playing overly
to ripeness. Very deep and insistently fruity, yet not a wine that
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a few years of waiting, it lacks the fruity stuffing to engender high
hopes for better with age.
3 B I $26.00

** jm V. SATTUI Mt. Veeder 2018
More layered than it is deeply concentrated, this attractive wine
starts with slightly tight scents of currants and black cherries and
comes equipped with rich, toasted oak notes and suggestions of
dark soils and dried herbs. Its early suppleness on the palate runs
into latter-palate tannins that close it off at present but also will
help it age well for a half-decade and more. For those with little
patience, it can be drunk up in half that time with flavorful beef
rib roasts and the like.
1 B I $98.00

** jm STARDUST Dellar & Friedkin Vineyard 2017
Napa Valley. With a bent to sweetness on the nose born of its
obvious ripeness and liberal oak, but always a wine with a very
good grasp on the juicy, currant-like fruit of a fine Napa Valley
Cabernet, this generous and slightly supple wine never comes
close to being over the top or too ripe for its own good. It shows
good and continuous fruity energy and garners high marks for
its staying power, and, if fairly open and free of too- tannic
austerity, it has the balance and structure to reward another
four to six years of age.
O B I $100.00

* jl SATTUI Morisoli Vineyard Napa Valley 2018
Its rich oaky beginnings notwithstanding, this is not an especially
showy or outgoing wine in terms of fruit, and it takes its time in
fully revealing the currant-like qualities that speak precisely of
Cabernet Sauvignon. That its fruity voice is still nascent is not a
liability for a wine of its age nor are the slightly sere tannins that
impact its finish, but this is a Cabernet that seems not to have
been made with instant gratification in mind but, is instead, one
whose best likely lies a good six to eight years down the line.
Cellar it with full faith in its future. 1 B A
$98.00

* it TRUTH & VALOR Reserve Santa Margarita Ranch 2019
A definite cut above its lesser-priced cellarmate and a solid, fully
ripe Cabernet Sauvignon of substance and strength, Truth &
Valor’s Reserve bottling tips the scales with considerably more
fruity weight and is a fleshy, slightly supple effort whose ample
currant- and blackberry-like fruit capably holds its own against its
conspicuous tannin. For those who do not mind its obvious
astringency, it will serve as a hearty partner to meat braises now,
but the far better bet is to lay it away for three to five years before
drinking it with the same.
1 B I $40.00

* jl V. SATTUI Preston Vineyard Napa Valley 2018
The firmest of the Sattui trio, this sturdy wine offers young, middensity aromas of black currants tinged with sweet oak and hints
of sarsaparilla and loam. There is a momentary viscous feel to the
texture at entry, but the wine’s passage across the palate is
anything but smooth at this point. Its tannins make a brawny
statement even as the inner core of fruit assures that time will
provide a valued assist in its maturation. A wait of four to eight
years would not be inappropriate. 1 B A
$92.00

iq TRUTH & VALOR Paso Robles 2019
This wine deserves credit for being ripe and cleanly made, but it
is a bit strained and vague with respect to recognizable Cabernet
character. Its rather anonymous fruit is too quickly pushed aside
by drying astringency, and, though sufficiently tannic to warrant

the very best Oakville Cabernets, the 2018 Tierra Roja is a deep
and marvelously rich wine that, even though very expressive
right now, has the structure and hard-to-miss energy of one that
will age and age. It never trades on extraneous ripeness and is
both moderately tannic and yet slightly supple at one and the
same time, and, as admittedly as attractive as it may be at the
moment, it, like any upper-echelon Cabernet Sauvignon, wants
for bottle age to come fully into its own. We are wholly confident
of its ability to show ever more refinement and interest a decade
from now. It is that good.
O B A $170.00

*** jq TIERRA ROJA Oakville 2018
A lovely example of the fruity depth and beauty to be found in

*** jq TREFETHEN HāLo Oak Knoll District 2017
As always, a very rich and expressive Cabernet Sauvignon that
shows exceptionally well in its youth, the latest in a lengthy string
of Trefethen HāLo successes is a lavish wine long on deep fruit
with a healthy measure of slightly caramelly oak in support. It is
a big and potent wine, but it is not overdone, and its very fine
tannic structure ensures a good decade of age, yet it is so very
rich and outgoing now that is it is bound to test the patience of
dedicated Cabernet collectors who are lucky enough to have a
few bottles tucked away in their cellars. 1 B I $220.00
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Best Buys in the Market
CHARDONNAY
While there is never a shortage of highly collectable and genuinely cellar-worthy, local Chardonnays from which
to choose if price is no object, there are always a few seriously good offerings among them that, if far from cheap,
nonetheless stand out as being comparative bargains that are well worth seeking out by discerning, dare we say
downright picky, connoisseurs of California’s most heralded white wine. Three standout ** Chardonnays head
up our final Best Buy installment of 2021 and stand as proof of just that point. The ** AU BON CLIMAT NuitsBlanches au Bouge Santa Maria Valley 2018 ($40.00), a lovely and layered wine that possesses great depth and
strength without in any way seeming overdone, the juicy, generously filled, ** CLIF FAMILY Napa Valley 2019
($42.00) and the deep and impeccably balanced ** V. SATTUI Carsi Vineyard Napa Valley 2019 ($42.00) are
top-tier offerings that are both delicious right now and structured to age famously. Among one-star worthies
checking in at less than$25.00, the sleek and lively * KING ESTATE Willamette Valley 2020 ($21.00) and the
insistent, keenly fruity * RODNEY STRONG California 2019 ($18.00) join previous, still easy-to-find Best Buy
favorites, the * DAOU Paso Robles 2019 ($22.00) and the * WENTE 1883 Winemakers Reserve California 2019 ($20.00) are, one and all, very
tasty, well-made Chardonnays priced for regular drinking.

ZINFANDEL
Zinfandel has been and remains a CGCW favorite when it comes to satisfying red wines that out-perform at the
price, and though a slate of new releases waits in the wings for our upcoming issue next month, a bounty of very
good, particularly price-worthy, previously reviewed bottlings merits second mention before this year is out. Two
from Ridge Vineyard, the ** RIDGE Botticelli Vineyard Rockpile 2019 ($36.00) and the ** RIDGE Three
Valleys Sonoma County 2019 ($30.00) are classic examples of their maker’s accomplished ways with the variety,
while the heady, very deep ** V. SATTUI Old Vine Russian River Valley 2018 ($39.00) is an equally rich
offering of exceptional range and fruity depth. The incisively varietal * DRY CREEK VINEYARD Heritage
Vines Sonoma County 2019 ($26.00) boasts a wealth of Zinfandel’s signature blackberry fruit and is joined by
two one-star favorites from the Central Coast, the * CASTORO Reserve Zinfusion Paso Robles 2019 ($24.00)
and the * CASTORO Paso Robles 2019 ($20.00), that demonstrate the fruity richness to be had in well-made,
yet affordable Zins. And, while there are more than a few other very well-made Zinfandels to be had that hit the mark for notable value, no list of recent
Connoisseurs’ Guide Best Buy favorites would be complete without the inclusion of three from the Sierra Foothills, the gutsy, big-bodied * SOBON
ESTATE ReZerve Primitivo Amador County 2019 ($24.00) and its two bargain-priced cellarmates, the substantial and spicy * SOBON ESTATE
Rocky Top Amador County 2019 ($18.00) and the * SOBON ESTATE Old Vine Amador County 2019 ($14.00), both of which are out-and-out
steals for the money.

ROSÉ
It is not surprising that Rosé has enjoyed a boost in popularity in recent years given the ever-increasing quality and sheer explosion in the number of
fine offerings now available. Heading up the roster of fresh and fruity pinks priced at less than twenty dollars that have impressed in recent months,
the * 90-point LUCY Santa Lucia Highlands 2020 ($19.00) from the Pisoni Family is a lovely, wonderfully bright and fruity rendition made from
Pinot Noir that ranks with the very best. Among other 2020 pinks that bear searching out are the cherry-like * FLEUR Pinot Noir Rosé Sonoma
Coast 2020 ($19.00) and the lively * FERRARI-CARANO Dry Rosé Sonoma County 2020 ($18.00), a blend comprised mostly of Grenache and
Sangiovese, and, when it comes to outstanding value in tasty, easy-drinking Rosés, the juicy * CLINE Mourvèdre Rosé Contra Costa County 2020
($13.00) and the lightly spicy, mildly strawberryish * BONNY DOON Vin Gris de Cigare Central Coast 2020 ($15.00) are hard to beat.

Connoisseurs’ Series

Created by the California Wine Club exclusively for Connoisseurs’ Guide
readers, and featuring only our two-star and three-star selections, the
CONNOISSEURS’ SERIES wine-of-the month club makes hard-to-get
wines available for you. Featured this month are: ** GRIEVE FAMILY

Cabernet Sauvignon Double Eagle Napa Valley 2018, ** MARIMAR
Syrah Don Miguel Vineyard Russian River Valley 2016 and **
TERRE ROUGE Syrah Ascent Sierra Foothills 2015.

For more information about CONNOISSEURS’ SERIES, please call the California Wine Club at 1-800-777-4443 or visit www.cawineclub.com/connseries
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CABERNET SAUVIGNON
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ALMA DE CATTLEYA Napa Valley
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DESIRE LINES Lichau Hill Vineyard
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DRY CREEK VINEYARD The Mariner
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Write to us at P.O. Box 8, Pinole, California, 94564. Our phone is 510-417-2833.
Email: office@cgcw.com Web: www.cgcw.com
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TREFETHEN HāLo Oak Knoll District

2017

TRUTH & VALOR Reserve
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TRUTH & VALOR Paso Robles
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V. SATTUI Mt. Veeder
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V. SATTUI Preston Vineyard
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